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(WUSA) -- DC police have taken a man into custody in connection with two sexual assault cases that occurred 
along Georgia Avenue, Northwest, on Wednesday. 
 
Twenty-three year old Tyrell Powell of Northeast, DC, was arrested outside of a court services office in the 1200 
block of Taylor St., Northwest, Friday afternoon. That address is where Powell has been reporting to his release 
supervisor. 
 
Court officials say one of their release officers thought they recognized Powell in a surveillance picture that had 
been released by DC Police on Thursday. On Friday, they tracked Powell's movements and allegedly placed him 
at the scenes of both incidents, using the GPS tracker in the ankle bracelet worn by Powell as part of his 
supervised release. 
 
DC Police had been looking for a man believed to be responsible for two kidnapping and sex assault incidents in 
the Fourth District on Wednesday. Both cases involved juvenile females who were approached by a lone male.  
 
In the first incident, a 14-year-old juvenile female reported to police that at approximately 4:19 p.m. on 
Wednesday in the area of Georgia Avenue and Jefferson Street, NW, a man attempted to forcibly kidnap her 
before she was able to get away. In the second incident, a 15-year-old juvenile female reported that at 
approximately 4:45 p.m. on Wednesday, while in the area of Georgia Avenue and Webster Street, NW, she was 
approached by a man who forcibly kidnapped the victim and subsequently sexually assaulted her at gunpoint. 
 
Right now 420 people, with offenses ranging from sex assault to domestic violence, are being tracked in the 
District using electronic ankle devices. 
 
Using real-time GPS satellite technology, the device will alert federal officers assigned to keep track of them, 
when they've violated conditions of their release. 
 
Carlton Butler, the lead electronic monitoring technician for Court Services and Offender Supervision Agency 
for DC says, "We tell the offender he's restricted in that area and the moment he goes in that area, the device will 
give us an immediate alert that he's there." 
 
The technology is helping police departments in DC and surrounding jurisdictions work together to solve crimes.
 
While some people near the crime scenes questioned why offenders, like Powell, aren't tracked by officers 24 
hours a day, others appear more understanding. 
 
One man told 9NEWS NOW, "I can see just the man hours it would take; that's a lot of work. But I think it's 
good they can go back and look at the records and see where this man has been."  
 
Butler say the technology is invaluable because the evidence can't be refuted. "It's very difficult for an individual 
when you have a tool like that for him or her to actually lie when they're looking at the screen and the screen tells 
the truth," he says.  
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